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Have we, indeed, any clear conception of what it
means ?    We are, as Anatole France reminds us,
working upon the roaring loom of Time even as
the weavers who produce the Gobelin tapestry-n-we
work without seeing the pictures which we weave.
But that in the long run there is a quickened social
consciousness, a deeper appreciation of our mutual
obligations,   it   is   impossible   for  any  intelligent
student to doubt.    Private morality—the code of
honour which governs merchants and neighbours,
husband and wife, parent and child, may change
little from age to age ;   but what is quite certain
is that public morality—the relations of class with
class,  of State  with  State—has  enormously im-
proved.    Our penal law, our law of bankruptcy, our
Poor Law, our law of master and servant, are in-
finitely more humane than they were.    No one
would dare to write to-day, as Burke in all honesty
wrote a hundred years or so since, of the multitudes
of poor wretches  " inevitably  doomed " by the
laws of political economy to a life of misery and
servitude.    No political economist would venture
to contend to-day, as  Nassau  Senior contended
barely a half-century ago, that profits inexorably
necessitate the fatigue of the eleventh hour of a,
working day.    Our attitude to subject and to alien
races is wholly different from what it was.*   There
are now few, if any, rightless persons in the eye of
* The conception that aliens, at least not of the Christian
faith, can have any rights at all is a purely modern one. It m&
seriously argued in an English court at the end of the seventeenth
century that "if a man do beat a pagan or an infidel , . . he may
plead his being a pagan " in an action for damages (Sandys v.
The East India Company > State Trials, x. 373).

